Adjectives:
Africo-American, aglow, au naturel, bifoliate, blood-curdling, bothersome, bovine, cloudburst, cyclical, debutante, evanesce, gadabout, gastronomic, isochromatic lambency, opposite, organize, sentience, Spencerian, taffy, unrecognizable, visualize

Adverbs:
Oppositely, outdoors

Nouns:
belongings, southerner, heliolatry, lotion, lumberman, Lunarian, graphite, tableau, Wellington, wrinkle, zoolatry, Nihilism, frump

Medical:
Craniotomy, finger-tip, tarsal, Parkinson’s Disease described as “shaking palsy and paralysis,”

Inventions:
Kaleidoscope = “observer of beautiful forms.”
Bicycle called “draisine.” (Note: The word bicycle was coined in 1868).

Fashion:
pouf, tulle, trousseau

Colors:
Xanthic (yellowish)
Hessonite (“cinnamon-stone,” a variety of garnet)
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